JUST ADDED

Make Your Own Sushi
This class is will cover traditional and non-traditional styles of creating sushi, proper rice making, history, and knife skills. This will be a very hands-on class and we will review which fish can and cannot be used, proper handling and preparation, and sanitation techniques. We will also cover Fusion Sushi or Americana and everyone will have the opportunity to come up with their own signature roll. We will be preparing sushi every class so everyone should bring an appetite. Local chef, Perry Matthews, will be the instructor. Self supporting.

Jackson Campus       Th    6/21-7/19    6-8 PM    $60

Conversational Spanish
With more Spanish-speaking people living in the United States every year, learning the Spanish language is becoming more and more important. Mastering basic Spanish is a necessity, as it will give you an ability to communicate with Spanish-speakers. Whether you’re new to the Spanish language or just want a refresher, this course will teach you the basic Spanish phrases. You’ll start with simple vocabulary for conversational phrases, family names, and words for asking questions. To make your learning easy and fun, the course is sprinkled with fun games and Hispanic/Latino cultural teachings. Self Supporting.

Jackson Campus       T    7/10-8/14    6-8 pm    $50

SOCIAL MEDIA CLASSES FOR BUSINESS WITH MARY ANNE BAKER

YouTube, Twitter, and LinkedIn for Business
This class is for beginners to YouTube, LinkedIn and Twitter or for those who have set up these social media accounts and who want to learn more about how to use all available features. Prerequisite: Class attendees must have a personal profile on LinkedIn and have a login on Google.com in order to build a LinkedIn Company Page and a YouTube Channel. Self supporting.

SCC Jackson Campus       Th    5/17    6-8:30 P    $15
SCC Macon Campus       Th    6/28    6-8:30 P    $15

Facebook Pages for Business – Beginner
This class is for those who are new to Facebook Pages for business, or for those who have set up their Facebook Page and want to become more familiar with optimizing content and understanding all of its
features and navigation in the new Timeline for Pages. Self supporting.

SCC Macon Campus  Th  5/31  6-8:30 P  $15

**Facebook Pages for Business – Intermediate**
This class is for those who have already established a Facebook Page for business and have a working knowledge of its features and navigation. Concepts will include how to get the most out of posting, sharing, advertising, and promoting your Facebook Page for Business, along with an overview of interactive applications. Self supporting.

SCC Macon Campus  M  6/11  6-8:30 P  $15

**PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES WITH MATTHEW TURLINGTON**

**Digital Camera Basics**
This course will cover the basics of using your digital camera and using the various functions and tools available with it. There will be practical applications of photography theory and opportunities to explore several forms of expression. The class will conclude with the basics of getting digital photos from the camera to a computer, and simple editing and production of prints. Self-Supporting.

SCC Jackson Campus  Th  5/17-6/7  6P-8P  $60

**Photoshop for Photographers**
Learn how to make your photographs sizzle. Students will learn the basic tools and applications used by photographers in Adobe Photoshop. There will be hands-on use of the computer in the classroom and students will be given projects that can be done away from the classroom. Self supporting. Cost: $60 + $5 TF

SCC Jackson Campus  T  6/5-6/26  6-8P  $60 + $5 TF

**CREATIVE WRITING WITH AMY AMMONS GARZA**

**Creative Writing with a Purpose**
Learn how to write from the heart and learn who you are. Discover the person you were meant to be, record your precious heritage and discern your place in history. In this 4 week course, Amy Ammons Garza will teach you the basic skills of writing that includes these three basic elements: subject, audience and purpose. She will guide you in the planning, drafting and revising process. By the end of the course you will have the confidence and skills to share and publish works of your own.

Jackson Campus  Th  5/24-6/22 (skip 6/1)  6-8P  $60
**BILL ROUDA-PHOTOGRAPHY CLASS IN CASHIERS**

**Improving the Photographic Eye**
Want your pictures to look better? Having a problem deciding what setting to use on your camera? This class will help. For digital and film cameras. The class emphasizes program settings. F-Stops, shutter speeds, ISO ratings, depth of field and lens selection explained and basic camera handling taught. Also included: discussions and demonstrations on the aesthetics of of photography in making landscape, portraits and social landscape images with available light. Also, when to use flash or strobe lighting to get the affect you want. Self supporting.

SCC Cashiers Center  W  5/30-6/20  10-12N  $60

**TADASHI TORII—MASTER GLASS BLOWER**

**Beginning Glassblowing**
The perfect class for students who have never tried glassblowing before! Learn to gather molten glass from the furnace, and then begin to understand how to form molten glass into basic shapes such as paperweights, small cups, vases and bowls. The instruction will focus on a team approach to glassblowing, with an emphasis on safety, proper tool use, basic techniques, and materials. No experience necessary. Intermediate to advanced classes as well as private classes available. Come and learn from a masterful glass blower with 20 years of experience. For more information on the instructor go to: www.TadashiTorii.com

Jackson Green Energy Park  M  6/4-6/25  6:00-8:30P  $225
Jackson Green Energy Park  W  6/6-6/27  6:00-8:30P  $225

**ELIZABETH JENKINS BECK OFFERS CLASSES IN SYLVA AND CASHIERS**

**Workshop in Multiple Intelligences**
You will discover a fun and educational way to celebrate your interests and talents to better your life. What are your “smart areas”? What are the things that interest you the most? Learn why your children can be so different, and why your child may not need to be on medication for hyperactivity. Elizabeth Jenkins will help you understand how everybody learns differently and how you can use this knowledge to help your children learn more effectively. Self supporting.

SCC Cashiers Center  W  7/18  10AM-2:30 PM (30 minutes lunch)  $20
SCC Jackson Campus  Th  7/19-7/26  6-8 PM  $20

**YOGA WITH CORINA PIA**
**Gentle Yoga for Seniors**
Yoga helps you remain healthy and active. As the body ages, muscles and joints begin to tighten which causes discomfort. Yoga can reverse these feelings by simply giving you a bit of physical progress each and every day. Yoga can help you maintain your mental alertness and increase your energy level. Just one yoga session can lift your spirits and brighten your day. If you have never tried yoga before, you are in for a special treat with Corina's gentle approach to Gentle Yoga for Seniors. Developed exclusively for people over 60 years of age, these gentle classes focus on helping participants increase range of motion, improve posture, restore flexibility and increase breath capacity. Corina Pia is the instructor. Self supporting.

Off Campus-Sylva       T       6/5-6/26       10-11A       $30

**Gentle Yoga for Plus Sizes**
Gentle Yoga is a supportive yoga practice, which means it meets you where you are at physically and mentally in your life. Yoga is not about being flexible, being in shape or competition. It is about balancing and improving your life energy through movement and breath. Most Gentle Yoga poses can be done by people of any size. It is really all about movement. Look at the way our bodies are built to move. Our ball-and-socket joints of our shoulder and hips want to be rotated. Our hinge joints of our knees, ankles, elbows and wrists want to bend. These stretches are accessible to everyone. No matter what size, weight or physical condition. These gentle classes focus on helping participants increase range of motion, improve posture, restore flexibility and increase breath capacity. Corina Pia is the instructor. Self supporting.

Off Campus-Sylva       TH      6/7-6/28      10-11A       $30

**FIRST TIME CLASS AT SCC**

**Getting Paid to Talk**
Have you ever been told, “You have a great voice,”? Have you ever wondered if there might be a way to make some extra money with that voice? Come learn about the voice-over field and learn what it takes to get a professional gig. Self supporting.

SCC Jackson Campus     W       8/1        6:30-9P       $20